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Convergence of periodic broadcasting and video-on-demand
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Abstract
Research on video-on-demand transmissions is essentially divided into periodic broadcasting methods and on-demand methods. Periodic broadcasting is aimed to schedule transmissions oﬀ-line, so that an optimized time schedule is achieved. On the other hand video-ondemand has to deal with constraints at requesting times. Thus, studies on these areas have been quite isolated. Obviously, in periodic
broadcasting all parameters are known in advance, so timetables can be accurately adjusted and it is assumed transmissions can be
arranged to use less bandwidth than video-on-demand.
In this paper, we analyze the convergence of both paradigms, showing that the claims that argue that VoD schemes use more bandwidth than PB ones are not necessarily true. We state this argument by proving how to convert any periodic broadcasting method into an
on-demand one, which will use equal or less bandwidth. Moreover, we show that this converted on-demand method can also oﬀer shorter
serving times.
 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Studies on multimedia transmissions oﬀering quality of
service (i.e. guaranteeing that when users start to watch
the video it will be played without interruption and loss
of quality) have been mainly addressed from two diﬀerent
perspectives. Whereas video-on-demand (VoD) schemes
provide users with the possibility of watching videos at
any time, periodic broadcasting (PB) schemes are used to
maximize the throughput of transmissions, behaving as a
cinema timetable where each movie has a predeﬁned playing/transmission time. In this way, PB schemes sacriﬁce the
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‘‘on-demand’’ behavior to obtain an oﬀ-line optimized
scheduling, whereas VoD ones need an on-line scheduler
and are dependent on concrete requests.
1.1. Video-on-demand
VoD systems appeared as a step from typical transmissions, i.e. a best eﬀort server oﬀering several videos, and
occasionally grouping several requests of the same video
for their transmission [3]. Following this initial stage,
schemes considering QoS appeared. The piggybacking technique [10] consists of varying the transmission rate of the
streams in order to join streams of the same video that have
been requested at diﬀerent times. The tapping method [6]
allows users to receive (and store in buﬀers) partial streams
currently being served to other users. The patching technique [5] is a similar approach which divides streams into
independent segments. In this way transmissions can be
planned more eﬃciently because the transmission of each
segment can be closely adjusted to its playing deadline.
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Additionally, transmitting several segments at the same
time is also easier using predeﬁned video units [16]. The
stream merging technique [8] uses an approach that considers videos as continuous streams, although it plans their
transmission considering time units. In this way it can schedule transmission depending both on the expected requests
for each video and their current transmission status.
1.2. Periodic broadcasting
Perhaps the most simple periodic broadcasting scheme is
to retransmit the same video time after time on a channel.
The main objective of these methods is the minimization of
bandwidth by maximizing the receivers [2]. Thus, knowing
that the most popular videos are far more requested, a
transmission plan can be developed oﬀ-line to fulﬁll this
goal. In order to carry out this maximization of receivers,
all broadcasting schemes have reached the conclusion that,
by dividing a stream into several small ones, it is easier for
requests to arrive on time to receive several of these small
segments. Thus, the ﬁrst segments of movies must be small
and broadcast very frequently, and the later ones, being
less urgent, can be broadcast at a lower frequency and their
size can be larger. Perhaps the most well known scheme is
the Pyramid Broadcasting [19], which uses a geometrical
segmentation. However, its drawback is that, depending
on the time when videos are requested, clients must be able
to receive many channels at the same time. This has been
the main reason for other schemes to appear, such as the
Permutation-based Pyramid Broadcasting [1], which rearranges the transmission slots of segments, or the Skyscraper Broadcasting protocol [11], which works with series of
pairs of segments so that the number of channels to receive
at the same time is much lower. Another scheme, the Fast
Broadcasting [13] adds the capacity of supporting clients
unable to store segments locally.
Finally, the Harmonic Broadcasting [12] is based on
dividing videos in segments of equal size. In this way, the
ith segment is entirely transmitted every i time-slots using
a bandwidth of bi, where b is the video CBR bandwidth.
However, this scheme does not guarantee data being at
the client on time, and several solutions have been proposed to solve this problem [14]. One of these solutions,
the Polyharmonic Broadcasting [15], consists of delaying
the video playing so that it will guarantee all segments have
been entirely broadcast at their consumption time. This
delay also allows to slightly reduce the broadcast frequency
of segments and therefore they can be transmitted using a
lower transmission bit-rate. Assuming CBR, this method
has been found to be optimal in bandwidth usage [9].

We propose a transformation that, applied on any PB
scheme, generates a VoD scheme providing equal waiting
times and equal or less bandwidth requirements. Moreover,
we show that it may be also possible to obtain VoD
schemes oﬀering both lower waiting times and lower bandwidth consumption than their associated PB schemes.
The main advantage of this transformation is that, additionally of using less resources, the cost eﬃciency of transmissions is far less dependent on the number receivers,
since the system adapts transmissions to current requests.
This means we can relax the accuracy of estimations of
expected requests, or even not use them in some cases.
2. Popularity considerations
There are several details which many of the previous
studies do not consider. The most important in QoS systems is probably the popularity of videos. Although recent
studies provide accurate distributions for speciﬁc situations
[17], it is widely accepted that the probability of video
requests follows the Zipf’s Law [4]. Having N videos
ordered by popularity, this law deﬁnes the probability of
requesting the ith most popular one as
!1
N
X
1
a
P N ðiÞ ¼ i 
ja
j¼1
with 0 < a 6 1. This gives an exponential probability of request, where the least popular videos are hardly requested.
Having this into account, note that PB schemes assume all
videos are being constantly requested. Fig. 1 shows the
minimum required clients for a range of oﬀered videos
(with a = 0.271 [7]). In this ﬁgure clients request one video
per week, and a video is considered requested by having
one request each 90 min on low request rate times (around
1/20 request rate [18]). Although having linear increments,
notice that under these conditions, to make a cost-eﬃcient
PB system it is required a number of clients around four
orders of magnitude larger than the number of videos.

1.3. Our work
In this paper, we show that any (including optimal) oﬀline schedulings of the periodic broadcasting (PB) methods
can be improved by on-line schedulers in video-on-demand
(VoD).
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Fig. 1. Minimum required clients for a range of oﬀered videos.
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Also notice that a 99 percentile means that 1 out of 100
broadcast videos will have no receiver, which can be a signiﬁcant waste of bandwidth. Depending on each concrete
system, proﬁtability may imply using other percentiles
and/or having other factors into account.

Rt ðV ; PBÞ ¼ fhv1 ; ti 2 T 1 i; hv2 ; tj 2 T 2 i; . . . ; hvn ; tk 2 T n ig

3. Characterization of periodic broadcasting

The main feature of VoD schemes is that they schedule
transmissions on-demand, i.e. depending on the received
requests. Given any periodic broadcasting method
S(V, PB), our goal is to obtain a VoD method S(V, VoD)
which follows the same scheduling policy but in an on-demand way. Since this transformed method schedules on-demand, it can be readily seen that the diﬀerence between
S(V, PB) and S(V, VoD) is that, in S(V, VoD), only the segments that are going to be ‘‘consumed’’ are scheduled and
transmitted. From the user point of view there is no diﬀerence between both methods, since they schedule transmissions in the same way.
In order to make this transformation we propose the following rules:

Periodic broadcasting schemes retransmit video segments over time, and these transmission times are known,
ﬁxed and guaranteed in advance. Also, transmitting several
segments at the same time in diﬀerent channels is allowed.
Since quality of service must be guaranteed, clients begin
watching the video when the reception of all data before
their deadline is assured (i.e. when the complete ‘‘visualization’’ of the video without interruption is guaranteed).
We can characterize these schemes by how they schedule
their individual transmissions, since they are independent
on requests. In this way, the complete scheduling system
is the sum of all schedulings of each single video. At the
same time, a video scheduling is usually composed of several transmissions of several video segments at diﬀerent
times. From the user point of view, given a video request,
it would be served by a single transmission of each segment. Note that there are no restrictions about how segments are constructed, nor how their transmission times
are set, since it depends on the PB scheme and will be speciﬁed by it.
Mathematically expressing these ideas, the transmission
schedule using a given PB scheme of a video V consisting of
n segments can be deﬁned as a set of n tuples, as follows:

Fig. 2 shows an example of a simple PB scheme having two
requests for the same video.
4. Convergence of PB and VoD

(1) Start S(V, VoD) with empty schedulings (i.e. T 0i ¼ ;
for all i):
SðV ; VoDÞ ¼ fhv1 ; T 01 ¼ ;i; hv2 ; T 02 ¼ ;i; . . . ; hvn ; T 0n
¼ ;ig
(2) For any request, take the n tuples Ævi, tæ it would get
using S(V, PB), and update the corresponding tuples
hvi ; T 0i æ in S(V, VoD) as follows:
hvi ; T 0i i

hvi ; T 0i [ ft 2 T i gi

SðV ; PBÞ ¼ fhv1 ; T 1 i; hv2 ; T 2 i; . . . ; hvn ; T n ig
where vi identiﬁes the ith segment of video V and Ti denotes
the set of times (and bit-rates) when vi starts to be transmitted. These times are speciﬁed by the scheduling system used
by each concrete PB scheme.
Also, given a request R at time t of the video V, this
request would be served by a single transmission of each
segment in V:

Fig. 2. Example of a simple periodic broadcasting scheme, broadcasting a
video V with ﬁve segments, each one being transmitted by a diﬀerent
channel. It shows which segments would be received by requests Rt(V, PB)
(marked with ·) and Rt0 ðV ; PBÞ (marked with s).

Fig. 3 shows an example of how our proposed VoD
scheme applies to the PB scheme in Fig. 2.
In the next proposition we demonstrate that our transformation oﬀers equal waiting times and uses equal or less
bandwidth.
Proposition 4.1. Any PB scheme can be transformed into a
VoD scheme which offers equal waiting times and uses equal
or less bandwidth.

Fig. 3. Our proposed VoD scheme applied on the PB one in Fig. 2. It
transmits the segments at the same times, but only if they are going to be
‘‘consumed’’.
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Fig. 4. Example of using the saved bandwidth (Proposition 4.1) for
reducing waiting times. In this example, start time of time-slots is
anticipated whenever possible (i.e. when there is no overlapping with
previous transmissions) to adapt it to new requests. In this case, the slot
starting at tk is advanced to tk0 , and following slots are also advanced
accordingly. Thus, when Rt(V, VoD) arrives, the start time of the next slot
is set to that instant, so that transmissions to this request can start almost
instantly (half a time-slot earlier than without the slot advancements).

Proof . By deﬁnition, our proposed VoD scheme schedules
the transmissions that would be scheduled and consumed
using the PB one, so that given a request of a video V at
time t, Rt(V, VoD) = Rt(V, PB). Thus, the waiting time
for any request is the same in both schemes, and the quality
of service is also the same.
Regarding the bandwidth usage, by construction1
T 0i  T i for all i at any time for any video V. This means
that S(V, VoD) has equal or less scheduled segments than
S(V, PB), i.e. the VoD scheme transmits equal or less
segments than PB and therefore uses equal or less
bandwidth. h
Note that using this transformation to obtain a VoD
scheme does not prevent it from having lower waiting times
than the PB scheme which it is based on. For instance, a
possible way of using the saved bandwidth for transmitting
segments earlier could be the one presented in Fig. 4. However, obtaining an automatic transformation to provide
lower waiting times depends very much on the used PB
scheme, since each one imposes its own restrictions on
how to transmit segments.
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Fig. 5. Request rate distribution along a 24 h period.

For our experiments, we have used a system oﬀering 500
videos to 4,000,000 users. These parameters provide,
approximately, a 90 percentile of having one request for
the least popular video each 90 min on the low load period
(0–18 h). Note that this is a very high percentile, since it
refers to the least popular video and popularity follows
an exponential function. This means that more popular
videos will be far more frequently requested. In order to
compare our proposal with a good periodic broadcasting
scheme, we have selected the Polyharmonic Broadcasting
[15], which is optimal on bandwidth usage [9]. We have
divided each video in 20 segments of 5 min each one.
Fig. 6 shows bandwidth results applying our transformation on this method using these parameters for a complete
day. Notice that we present our bandwidth results as percentages over the ﬁxed bandwidth Polyharmonic Broadcasting would use. That is, the 100% value in this ﬁgure is the
bandwidth Polyharmonic Broadcasting needs to transmit
these 500 videos.

5. Results
In this section, we show results based on simulations.
First of all, and in order to provide experiments close to
reality, we use a non-uniform request rate distribution
along a day (Fig. 5). This distribution has been obtained
from trials and it is used in previous works [18]. Notice that
the request rate axis is referred to a single user making one
request per week.

1
All T 0i in S(V, VoD) are constructed by adding ts 2 Ti from S(V, PB),
i.e. T 0i ¼ ; [ ftR1 2 T i g [ ftR2 2 T i g [ . . . [ ftRn 2 T i g.

Fig. 6. Bandwidth usage of our transformed Polyharmonic Broadcasting
in respect of the original one.
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As proved above, bandwidth used by our proposal is
equal or lower than Polyharmonic Broadcasting (100%).
This lower bandwidth, even in respect of a bandwidth optimal method, is the ﬁrst improvement our proposal provides. This freed bandwidth could be used for best-eﬀort
traﬃc, or could be eﬀectively saved by making a previous
estimation of the real required bandwidth. Diﬀerences in
bandwidth along a day depend on the request rate (Fig. 5).
Since PB schemes broadcast media independently of
requests, an accurate estimation of expected requests is
required. That is, broadcasting for too few requests is a
waste of bandwidth, and broadcasting for too much
requests may be economically risked, since other business
could oﬀer more channels/videos and still be proﬁtable.
A major improvement when using our transformation is
that the number of requests is far less important. In our
case, if there are few requests the system uses less bandwidth. On the other hand, if there are many requests, the
system performs at least as the PB one. This means we
can relax the accuracy of estimations on expected requests.
Although not presented in this paper, modifying both
videos and users in the same proportion aﬀects the variance
but do not vary mean results. Variance depends on the concrete requests at each given time, so that the more requests
the less data variability.
About the waiting time, Polyharmonic Broadcasting
requires all customers to wait exactly the same amount of
time regardlessly of the timing of their request. Thus, by
construction this scheme has this ‘‘limitation’’ and our proposed transformation inherits it too. This makes impossible, in this particular case, to improve waiting times.
6. Conclusions
As has been shown, given a periodic broadcasting
scheme, it can be improved to a VoD one which will use
equal or less bandwidth. Essentially, the transformed
VoD makes an on-line reservation of the slots that will
be used, depending on the incoming requests. We have also
shown how the improved scheme can additionally oﬀer
lower serving times.
The obvious advantage is that the unused bandwidth
can be used for example to provide best-eﬀort services.
However, there is a more important and perhaps less evident advantage: the number of clients required to obtain
a cost-eﬃcient system no longer has a direct dependency
on the number of oﬀered videos, i.e. Fig. 1 looses much
of its relevancy. This opens the possibilities of oﬀering video transmissions in new scenarios, e.g. a hotel oﬀering a
few movies to a few rooms, or a movie distribution company oﬀering all its movies to a small geographical area.
Finally, further research on pricing for this way of
scheduling is required. Since statistically we have lower
bandwidth requirements, overbooking practices may be
acceptable. This will require further trials. Additionally,
some ways to dynamically modify the probability of
requesting each video would also be very useful. For

instance, one may lower the price of videos with already
scheduled but not yet transmitted segments.
As a ﬁnal conclusion, we state that current periodic
broadcast schemes can be easily enhanced to have a lower
bandwidth consumption and even oﬀer lower waiting times.
This improvement is based on transforming oﬀ-line scheduling algorithms to on-line ones, which can take proﬁt of online information. This leads to a convergence of periodic
broadcasting schemes and video-on-demand schemes.
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